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ABOUT ME

H i ,  I ' m  E l e n a !

I’m a Connecticut-based travel blogger and influencer

who's endlessly in search of storybook villages and

fairytale moments. My mission is to inspire others to

invest in travel and reap the ultimate reward:

 

 

 

After a life-changing trip to Greece, I launched my blog

and social channels to inspire others to live their best

lives through travel right now. 

 

Driven by an incurable wanderlust and equipped with

professional marketing/copywriting experience, I've

turned my passion for seeing the world into a personal

brand. 

 

I look forward to connecting and discussing how my

influence can help you achieve your marketing goals. 

t h e  w o r l d .  



BY NUMBERS

BY AGE

Women

79%

Men

21%

BY GENDER

TOP 5 BY LOCATION

12.2k+
@thecarryonchronicles

1k+
@thecarryonchronicles

@thecarryonchronicles

2.2k+ | 550k/mthly views

AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS
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BRANDS I'VE WORKED WITH

La Maison Favart (Paris, FR)
Le Châtelain Brussels Hotel (Brussels, BE)
Domus Henrici (Prague, CR)
The Pand Hotel (Bruges, BE)
Aria Hotel Group

Alcanea Boutique Hotel (Chania, Crete, GR)
Fileas Art Hotel (Chania, Crete, GR)

Northpoint Rooms 1953 (Kefalonia, GR)
Seascape Luxury Residences (Agia Pelagia,
Crete, GR)
Hotel Sacha (Paris, FR)
Petrabax (Tour Agency Press Trip)

Jord Watches (USA)

Travel & Tourism

 

Lifestyle



LET'S COLLAB!

Instagram Posts

With an average of 388 likes per post, my followers

are highly engaged with my travel-based content. I

will leverage my wanderlust-inducing imagery to

promote your travel destination, product, or service,

tagging your brand in the caption and photo.

Through visually engaging photos and videos that

connect with my audience, I will promote your

travel destination, product, or service, raising

awareness of your brand and incorporating your

hashtag for prime exposure.

Blog Posts

Interested in a more thorough written

promotion? I will create a dedicated blog post

centered around your bran, distributIng it

across all social channels, including

Instagram, Facebook, and Pinterest.

Instagram Stories

LET'S COLLAB!

H ow  We  C a n  Wo r k

T o g e t h e r

i n s t a g r a m  p o s t s

With an engagement rate approaching 5%,

my followers are highly engaged with my

travel-based content. I will leverage my

captivating imagery to promote your travel

destination, product, or service, tagging your

brand in the caption and photo.

i n s t a g r a m  s t o r i e s

Through visually engaging photos

and videos that connect with my

audience, I will promote your travel

destination, product, or service,

raising awareness of your brand

and incorporating your hashtag for

prime exposure.



b l o g  p o s t s

Interested in a more thorough written

promotion? I will create a dedicated

blog post centered around your brand

and distribute it across my social

channels, including Instagram,

Facebook, and Pinterest.

c o n t e n t  c r e a t i o n

If you’re in need of high-quality

imagery or footage of your

destination or product, I can create

professional photos or videos to

attract your audience, either with or

without me in them. 

**Rates are determined on a per-project basis.
Get in touch with with me directly at

elena@carryonchronicles.com to discuss your
needs in more detail.



 TESTIMONIALS

"It was such a pleasure working with Elena and welcoming her and her

husband at Le Châtelain Brussels Hotel. Thanks to her, we had a

wonderful campaign for Valentine's Day and ran a contest for both of our

communities, which was a great success for us. Elena delivered the

materials as promised and they were really nice. She was efficient,

professional, and dedicated to share the best of us to her followers.”

 
-Marion Pantel, Senior Sales & Marketing, Le Châtelain Brussels Hotel
 
 

"It has been a great pleasure to collaborate with Elena; she is really

reliable and concerned about providing a high quality content. Her point

of view is authentic and caring. She brings a real additional value to the

communication you can expect from an influencer/blogger. For sure, we

will keep in touch. It will be a pleasure to welcome her back."

 -Sonia Lemagnen, Press, Vertical Paris Marketing Agency for La Maison Favart
 

“Elena requested a room for 2 nights in return for visibility on her blog,

her Instagram, etc. As a hotel manager, we are very often solicited for

these kinds of requests, and you never really know in advance if the

result will be good. Unfortunately, in many occasions, we experience a

very basic result. In this case, I proposed our lowest press rate, as the blog

looked very nice, and I have to say that the result was amazing. The blog

was very well-written and nice to read, the Instagram pictures were

great, and Elena allowed me to use some of her pictures afterwards.”
 
-Katelijne Haelters, General Manager, The Pand Hotel

w h a t  h o t e l s  a r e  s a y i n g :

“Of all the people who have ever promised to promote our hotel, Elena

was the first to fulfill her promise and do really nice job for Domus Henrici.

I liked her photos, videos, and article very much. I think it will be difficult

for those who see her insights to resist coming to Domus Henrici Hotel." 

-Martina Brumovská, General Manager, Domus Henrici Hotel



 TESTIMONIALS 
 

 

 

"Wow, this hotel is gorgeous! Love all the details and the fairytale quality. I

can see why you loved it so much. Also, your photos are absolutely stunning

and inspiring! I have never been to Belgium and I am definitely adding this

hotel to our list for when we do go. Thanks so much for sharing about your

stay!" 
-Kathy, A Luxury Stay at the Pand Hotel in Bruges, Belgium
 
 

"Oh my goodness, this hotel looks incredible. The decor is so adorable and 

 so me! I’ve bookmarked this for future trips to Paris! I need to stay here!"

 

 

 

 

 
-Rachel, A Luxury Stay at La Maison Favart in Paris
 

"This hotel looks incredible and I will definitely add it to my places to stay   

at the next time I’m in Belgium! I can’t believe how large your room was.

That’s so unusual given my experience."

- Bettina, Where to Stay in Brussels, Belgium

 

"I’m floored! I had no idea Crete had vineyards and such yummy wine

tasting opportunities! Plus your boutique hotel just made your stay all the

more dreamy!"
 
-Brittany, A Taste of Northern Crete: 5 Fun Things to Do in Chania

w h a t  r e a d e r s  a r e  s a y i n g :

"You’re making me want to go back to Prague and explore more of the

Castle District. The views from that area were incredible, but I wish I saw

those adorable streets like you did. Also Domus Henrici looked like a

wonderful place to stay."

-Taylor, What to Do & Where to Stay in the Prague Castle District



GET IN TOUCH!
elena@carryonchronicles.com


